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Pol Pot’s genocide

They killed 25% of population. They died from 
starvation, work or education. The was by Pol 
Pot and his Khmer rouge in 1979 in Cambodia.



Political factors

In 1959 it received its independence from 
France. The Pol Pot became the leader of the 
communist party in 1962. After in 1970 the US 
invaded cambodia to to expel vietnamese 
which called for the people to ally themselves 
with Pol Pot.



People he targeted

He targeted the Vietnamese, Chinese and 
Muslims. He wanted to get rid of the old society 
so he killed cops,soldiers,doctors.2 million 
people died and 50% of the chinese population 
living there.



The survival tactics

They would ration food which the got one cup a 
day of rice. Do what is told and what your 
ordered to do. 



Khmer Rouge 

The was Pol Pot army it was mostly young men 
that made up his army. They used guerilla 
tactics



Motives

Indonesia to host such meetings were it’s 
concern about chinese influences, thus it’s 
desire not to Vietnam, which it perceived to a 
Bulwark against China  



Response of other countries 

Vietnamese had a full scale on invasion in the 
Khmer Rouge. Vietnamese installed a puppet 
government.  



Preventable 

In Cambodia during the Genocide, something 
that is definitely preventable is diseases such 
as measles and endemic 



Effects on Perpetrators, victims and 

The victims of the Genocide are dead or has 
lost their family members and are alone.
Perpetrators had an illness of Mentally 
abnormal maternal Filicide is a rare horrifying 
event 



Country Today 

Fugitive General Thong Sarath arrested in 
Vietnam.
Australia takes ownership of letter that lies 
about Cambodia 
UK Study warns of rubber markets Impacts on 
Local Wildlife.



Geographic Factor 

Right next to Vietnam in which the U.S. were 
attacked Vietnam from Cambodia. To be 
plagued by corruption and incompetence, also 
lost American support 


